
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Actual Breach  

A party who fails to comply exactly with a promise will be in breach and liable in damages. The other party may terminate for breach of a strict condition or a sufficiently serious breach of an 

intermediate term. 

Time  

Time is of the essence: Here, time is of the essence because it is (a) expressly stipulated in the contract (b) mercantile contract (Bunge  perishable goods, ship and goods need to be in same 

place at the same time) 

No time stipulated: A reasonable time is implied which is unlikely to be of the essence. 

If time is not of the essence: Right to terminate arises if (a) the delay is so long or in such circumstances as to amount to repudiation or serious breach of an intermediate term (Laurinda) (b) 

notice to perform is issued making time of the essence 

Notice to perform requirements 

(1) Recipient in default (Louinder) 

(2) Notice calls for performance of obligation actually breached (Louinder) 

(3) Notice stipulates a reasonable time for performance (Laurinda) 

(4) Notice conveys that failure to comply will be regarded as a fundamental breach justifying termination i.e. time is of the essence (Laurinda) 

 

Louinder v Leis 

- Facts: Louinder sold property to Leis, no date fixed for completion, Leis did not give transfer within appointed time in breach of cl 4, Louinder issued notice to complete and terminated 

- cl 4: P to tender transfer to vendor within 28 days of receipt of V’s statement of title 

 notice to complete invalid because 

(i) only entitled to issue notice to perform transfer 

(ii) notice was not an election to terminate for repudiation because the delay was not so unreasonable as to amount to repudiation 

Laurinda v Capalaba 

- Facts: Capalaba leased shop to Laurinda, Capalaba delayed lease registration, Laurinda issued notice to perform registration and terminated contract 

 notice to perform ineffective to make time of the essence but saved by Capalaba’s repudiation 

 ‘our clients naturally reserve their rights in respect of your client’s default’ – too weak to make time of the essence 

 ‘complete registration within 14 days from the date hereof’ – date of the letter not delivery, 13 days arguably not reasonable time 

 

Strict Condition 

Choose test. This is a question of construction and the court may examine the express words, other clauses in the contract and surrounding circumstances.  

Tests 

(1) A term is a strict condition if a promisee would not have entered into contract unless assured of strict or substantial performance of the promise (Jordan, Tramways) 

(2) A term is a strict condition if it is so essential that its non-performance would be regarded as a substantial failure to perform the contract (Latham, Tramways) 

(3) A term is a strict condition if it goes to the root of the contract such that its non-performance would render the contract a thing different in substance from what was bargained for (Bettini) 

 



Arguments for Intermediate Term 

- The parties would not have intended that any breach – such as payment a day late – would give rise to a right to terminate  

 

Associated Newspapers v Bancks – ‘Inducement’ test 

- Facts: comic would be published on front page; printed on third page three times; Bancks sought to terminate 

 breach of condition, test (1) ‘inducement to contract’ appropriate 

Schuler v Wickman – Use of word ‘condition’ is not conclusive, intermediate term more appropriate reason #1: “unreasonableness” 

- Facts: Schuler were manufacturers and Wickman the distributors; Schuler terminated contract because Wickman only made 125 out of 144 required visits 

- cl 7: ‘it shall be a condition … to send representatives at least once every week’; cl 11: Wickman must remedy any ‘material’ breach within 60 days of Schuler’s request 

 use of word ‘condition’ an indication but not conclusive because intention is disclosed from contract as a whole 

 totally unreasonable that failure to make even one visit would entitle termination given duration of contract 

Shevill – Contractual right to terminate for breach of term not conclusive 

- just because contract provides for right to terminate for breach  of term does not mean the term is a strict condition 

Cehave v Bremer (Hansa Nord) – intermediate term more appropriate reason #2: “other clause” 

- cl 5 stipulates terms as to quality shall be warranties except for special circumstances covered by it 

- unrealistic that general stipulation as to condition in cl 7 should have greater effect 

Gumland Property Holdings v Duffy Bros – Look at other clauses 

- obligation to pay rent within time in cl 7 a condition 

- other provisions make it essential – cl 1.13 & cl 16: ‘fundamental obligation’ of lessee to ensure lessor receives rent, cl 12.1: right of re-entry if in arrears for 7 days 

Ankar v National Westminster – Contracts of surety 

- Facts: Ankar was surety for GE who was hirer from Lombard; Lombard did not notify Ankar of GE’s default or of GE’s assignment of its liability to its parent company 

- cl 9: Lombard to notify Ankar if GE in default under lease 

 courts more prepared to hold term is a condition in contracts of surety 

 special rule applies – surety is discharged if creditor’s breach materially affects or alters its liability 

 

Sufficiently Serious Breach of an Intermediate Term 

A party may terminate for a sufficiently serious breach of an intermediate term. Choose test. 

Tests 

(1) Did the breach deprive the party of substantially the whole benefit of the contract (Diplock, Hong Kong Fir) 
(2) Did the breach go to the root of the contract (Upjohn, Hong Kong Fir) 
(3) Did the breach destroy the consideration … gave (Hansa Nord) 
(4) Did the innocent party obtain something which was in substance a different thing from that contracted for (Liverpool) 
(5) Would it be irrational or unjust to hold the innocent party bound to the contract on a continuous basis (Koomphatoo) 

 

Hong Kong Fir – Not sufficiently serious 

- Facts: charter of ship for 24 months; engines were in defective state and engine staff inefficient; charterers terminated because of unseaworthiness of vessel 

- cl 1: vessel would be ‘fitted for ordinary cargo service’ 

 seaworthy ship for 17 months out of 24 month charter after repairs - % total contract duration 

 charterer excused from paying hire during repairs, charterer trying to escape unfavourable market conditions where freight rates had fallen – other circumstances 

 



Cehave v Bremer (Hansa Nord) – Not sufficiently serious 

- Facts: P bought 12,000 tonnes of pellets from V; in one shipment 1,260 tonnes were damaged; P rejected whole cargo 

- cl 7: ‘shipment to be made in good condition’  

 only a fraction of the total shipment - % total contract value 

 the ‘bad’ shipment was still used for intended purpose anyway – not deprived of substance because usable  

Liverpool v Lynton – Not sufficiently serious 

- Facts: P bought land in plan of subdivision from V; drainage easement in lot 11 not disclosed; 21 lots in total; P brought action to rescind contract 

 little effect on use of land and value (no building possible due to council regulations, lot 11 got higher offer than lot 10) 

 

Repudiation 

A party may terminate a contract for repudiation, that is, a manifest unwillingness or inability to perform. The test is whether …’s words or conduct provide a firm foundation for an inference 

of repudiation (Carr). The test is objective and looks at the whole of the conduct (Woodar). 

Repudiation of a term (2 questions!): Here, a reasonable person would conclude that … repudiated. Only a repudiation of a term the actual breach of which would found a right of discharge 

will create a right to terminate (Laurinda). *Significance of term – not enhanced by service of notice to perform (Louinder) but non-compliance is inference of repudiation 

Repudiation of the contract: Here, a reasonable person would conclude that … was unwilling/unable to perform the whole contract. This amounts to repudiation entitling … to terminate. 

Woodar v Wimpey – Mistaken belief 

- Facts: contract for sale of land, draft compulsory purchase order made in 1970 and compulsory order made in 1973, P rescinded in 1974 on Condition E 

- Condition E: P can rescind if prior to completion if procedure for compulsory purchase order is commenced 

- Rule: not a repudiation if acting pursuant to the contract under mistaken belief 

 look at the totality of conduct and judge objectively  

DTR Nominees v Mona Homes – Mistaken belief 

- Facts: V lodged wrong plan, P rescinded, V asserted rescission was wrongful and rescinded 

 DTR’s submission of wrong plan a breach but not  repudiation  acting pursuant to contract on erroneous interpretation 

  Mona’s purported rescission not repudiation  intention not to proceed on basis of DTR’s incorrect interpretation of contract 

Carr v Berriman – Combine breaches, Relevance of fact showing intention 

- Facts: contract between building owner and builder; building owner committed breaches by not excavating site, no vacant possession, choosing another subcontractor 

 Not excavating in time difficult to amount to repudiation because of heavy rain  irrelevant to whether breach occurred but relevant to judging intention 

 Combined with second breach shows repudiation of contract  “reasonable man could hardly draw any other inference that the owner does not intend to take contract seriously” 

Federal Commerce and Navigation v Molena Alpha – Repudiation of a term 

- Facts: charter for 3 ships; owners made threat that master refuse to sign bills of lading contrary to cl 9; charterers terminated on basis of owner’s repudiation 

- cl 9: master under orders of charterers as regards employment 

 cl 9 an intermediate term, threat might be an anticipatory breach or actual breach  does not matter which because sufficiently serious in either case to amount to repudiation 

Maple Flock v Universal Furniture – Repudiation of a term, Relevance of fact showing intention 

- Facts: contract for flock delivered by 100 instalments; 16
th

 delivery breached government standard for chlorine 

 no firm foundation as V was a well-run company  irrelevant to whether breach occurred but relevant to judging intention  

 


